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Word from the President

duro-lak was founded in 1971 and specializes in industrial finishes. For many 

years now a great deal of time and effort has been invested into the research and 

development of special finishing products for the manufacturing industry. The 

growth of the private jet industry impelled our research team to use its combined 

talents and efforts into developing special products used in the manufacturing 

and refurbishing of wood cabinetry for private jets; especially the Fire Retardant 

Wood Coating. 

We are constantly challenging our way of working by reviewing and refreshing 

our procedures with an eye to improving the quality and the efficiency of our 

work. Our excellent project planning skills from beginning to end, both with 

colleagues and customers, ensures a smooth and satisfying process. The long-

term relationship we have enjoyed with our customers over the years has been 

mutually beneficial. 

We would like to thank all our customers around the world for the success of our 

business partnerships.  

Sincerely,   

André Hozer, President 

3020 Le Corbusier
Laval, Quebec, Canada H7L 3W2
Phone: 450 687-4140
Fax: 450 687-9886 www.durolak.com

40 Years of Experience
Founded in 1971, duro-lak inc. is a leading Canadian manufacturer and

supplier of industrial wood coatings. For more than 40 years, duro-lak inc.,

has carved itself an important place in the industrial wood coating market

and is very proud of its accomplishments in the wood industry. duro-lak

has created its own identity through the innovation and development of

specialty coatings. The company offers a large inventory of different high

quality industrial wood coatings. Its friendly and professional customer

service staff will be glad to provide you with information on duro-lak

products and services.

R&D
The research and development program boasts very experienced and

qualified chemists who are constantly in touch with international suppliers.

This ensures that customers are provided with the latest in technology; the

kind that not only meets customers’ requirements but also the kind that

complies with the many severe environmental specifications. In fact, with

the protection of the environment at the forefront, duro-lak is developing

low VOC and water based coatings. The goal is to be totally environment

friendly.

Aviation World
duro-lak inc. entered into the aviation world by developing an extraordinary

veneer fire retardant coating system for luxury aircraft cabinetry that

adheres to F.A.R. 25.853 A&B requirements. This high solid system offers a

large number of outstanding properties; durability, adhesion, flexibility, fire

retardant and an exceptional wet look finish that enhances the beauty of

luxury aircraft furniture. The system can be applied on every kind of wood,

especially exotic wood, a very popular wood veneer in the aircraft industry.

duro-lak can match any customer colour requirements. duro-lak provides

the application procedure to be followed and can provide training to

the customer’s application staff. Included with every product shipped is

a technical data sheet, a material safety data sheet and a certificate of

analysis for each product being shipped.

By using the duro-lak system customers are given the opportunity of

offering the very best quality to their own high-level client requirements.
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Characteristics

Private jets represent a life of luxury and comfort, especially when every 

detail of the interior is painstakingly considered.  Wood exhibits an important 

aesthetic importance and fire retardant coatings for wood must combine fire 

protection with excellent aesthetic results; in other words, appearance and 

functionality.

duro-lak prides itself in having the most innovative and highest quality fire 

retardant system for private aircraft cabinetry.  The Company’s devotion to 

quality, from start to finish, is immediately apparent to its customers.

Purity, Clarity and Gloss

The incomparable purity and clarity of our Fire Retarder Wood 

Coating System enhances the beauty of any wood, giving it the visual 

impact it so richly deserves.  The high gloss finish enjoys a mirror-

like reflective quality and meets the highest customer standards.  A 

selection of gloss finishes is available.

Hard and Flexible

Our R&D laboratory formulated a Fire Retardant Wood Coating 

System that, when applied according to our data sheet and 

application procedures, provides both a hardness and a remarkable 

flexibility to allow for the natural expansion of the wood.

Fire Retardant

The high quality of our Fire Retardant Wood Coating System easily 

meets FAR 25.853 A&B standards to the satisfaction of the private 

aircraft cabinetry manufacturers and refurbishing companies.

High Solids

Our Fire Retardant Wood Coating System is a high solid finishing 

system that provides a thick and durable film while using fewer coats 

thereby reducing operating costs and increasing productivity.  The 

high solid system provides you the great advantage of meeting the 

low COV environmental requirements.

Popular Exotic Wood

Wet Look Finish

Fire Retardant  
Wood Coating  
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